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Abstract

Practical dialog systems need to deal with var-
ious knowledge sources, noisy user expres-
sions, and the shortage of annotated data. To
better solve the above problems, we propose
CGoDial1, a new challenging and compre-
hensive Chinese benchmark for multi-domain
Goal-oriented Dialog evaluation. It contains
96,763 dialog sessions, and 574,949 dialog
turns totally, covering three datasets with differ-
ent knowledge sources: 1) a slot-based dialog
(SBD) dataset with table-formed knowledge,
2) a flow-based dialog (FBD) dataset with tree-
formed knowledge, and a retrieval-based dialog
(RBD) dataset with candidate-formed knowl-
edge. To bridge the gap between academic
benchmarks and spoken dialog scenarios, we ei-
ther collect data from real conversations or add
spoken features to existing datasets via crowd-
sourcing. The proposed experimental settings
include the combinations of training with either
the entire training set or a few-shot training set,
and testing with either the standard test set or
a hard test subset, which can assess model ca-
pabilities in terms of general prediction, fast
adaptability and reliable robustness.

1 Introduction

Goal-oriented dialog systems converse with users
naturally, helping them fulfill specific goals such
as restaurant booking, hotel reservation, and flight
search. Many popular datasets have been intro-
duced to facilitate the dialog research, ranging from
simple single-domain (Wen et al., 2017) to more
difficult multi-domain dialogs (Budzianowski et al.,
2018). Similar to the widely studied GLUE (Wang
et al., 2019b) and SuperGLUE (Wang et al., 2019a)
for general natural language understanding, large-
scale benchmarks have been specifically designed
for dialog systems. For instance, Mehri et al. (2020)

∗∗Corresponding author
1Dataset available at https://github.com/Alibaba

Research/DAMO-ConvAI/cgodial.

proposed the DialoGLUE, a collection of seven
popular English dialog datasets, to assess the natu-
ral language understanding ability in a few-shot set-
ting. More recently, Peng et al. (2021b) introduced
the RADDLE, another large-scale benchmark that
includes a diagnostic checklist facilitating detailed
robustness analysis for pre-trained language mod-
els (Radford et al.; Peng et al., 2021a).

However, compared to the abundance of English
dialog benchmarks, the resource of Chinese dialog
datasets in goal-oriented dialog remains quite lim-
ited, let alone the large-scale benchmark suitable
for the dialog evaluation of Chinese pre-trained lan-
guage models. Moreover, current Chinese dialog
datasets, such as CrossWOZ (Zhu et al., 2020) and
RiSAWOZ (Quan et al., 2020), mainly focus on
the schema-guided dialog as in the classical Multi-
WOZ dataset (Budzianowski et al., 2018), where
conversations are grounded on a table-formed on-
tology. This kind of ontology usually defines a set
of possible slot-value pairs to be recognized during
the dialog for database query (Young et al., 2013).
In real-world applications, however, more types of
goal-oriented dialogs are involved. For instance,
in Xie et al. (2022) the conversational process is
grounded on a pre-defined tree-formed ontology,
where the whole process is constrained in a dialog
flow. Also, in some scenarios, the conversation has
been simplified into a multi-turn response selection
problem so that the dialog system is able to transfer
to new domains quickly and reliably (Henderson
et al., 2019a, 2020; Dai et al., 2020).

These observations motivate us to construct
CGoDial, a new large-scale Chinese benchmark
for goal-oriented dialog, targeting the evaluation
of model adaptability and robustness in real situa-
tions. Concretely, we consider three types of goal-
oriented dialogs with different knowledge database
sources. The first is the slot-based dialog (SBD),
where a system often asks a user for required at-
tributes to constrain the search in a table-formed
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database and then provides entities and extra infor-
mation to the user. To build SBD, we adapt the
existing Chinese dataset RiSAWOZ (Quan et al.,
2020) by supplementing it using crowd-sourcing
for more difficult variations such as noisy expres-
sion augmentation, external knowledge utilization,
and out-of-scope management. 44,800 new dialogs
spanning 12 domains are collected for SBD. The
second is the flow-based dialog (FBD), where the
system guides the user to fulfill specific tasks based
on tree-structured dialog flow. This flow is a new
form of knowledge database that defines causal
constraints of conversations. For example, when
a user comes to withdraw money in a housing in-
surance consulting scenario, the system must first
determine the user’s identity before moving to the
next step. Therefore, compared with SBD, FBD
has a strict order to request user information We
collect new dialogs between human customers and
an online customer service dialog agent from real
businesses, which to the best of our knowledge,
is the first Chinese FBD dataset. After data de-
sensitization, we have 6,786 dialogs and 45,601
turns spanning four different domains in the end.
The third is the retrieval-based dialog (RBD), like
bAbI-dialog (Bordes and Weston, 2017), where
the dialog system learns to select the correct re-
sponse from a candidate response set. We build
RBD by adapting the existing ECD (Zhang et al.,
2018) dataset and adding more noisy user expres-
sions like ASR errors to raise the overall difficulty.
We choose 56,000 non-ambiguous complex dialog
examples from the original dataset.

To fully assess dialog model capabilities in gen-
eral prediction, fast adaptability, and reliable ro-
bustness. For all the above types of dialog datasets,
we propose four different experimental settings,
including the combinations of training with ei-
ther the full training set or a few-shot training
set, and testing with either the standard test set
or a hard test subset. Extensive experiments have
been conducted on CGoDial with various Chinese
pre-trained language model baselines for dialog
modeling, such as Chinese-T5 (Zhao et al., 2019)
and CDial-GPT (Wang et al., 2020). To further
facilitate the research of dialog pre-training, we
also release a new UniLM-based dialog model pre-
trained on large-scale human-to-human dialog cor-
pora, which achieves the best results on all tasks.

Therefore, the contributions of this paper are
three-fold:

• A challenging and comprehensive Chinese di-
alogue benchmark consisting of three differ-
ent types of goal-oriented dialogs.

• Standardized evaluation measures that facili-
tate the study of robustness and adaptability.

• Competitive baselines across different dialog
tasks. Both the datasets and codes will be
open-sourced to push forward the research in
goal-oriented dialog.

2 Related Work

2.1 Goal-oriented Dialog Benchmarks.

The introduction of benchmarks brings forward the
research of goal-oriented dialog. Several recent
tendencies have penetrated the development:

From single-domain to multi-domain. The ear-
liest dataset such as bAbI-dialog (Bordes and
Weston, 2017) and WOZ (Wen et al., 2017) fo-
cus on the single-domain dialog. In the follow-
ing, extended-bAbI (Dai et al., 2020), MultiWOZ
(Budzianowski et al., 2018) and Schema-Guided
Dialog (Mosig et al., 2020) are proposed to solve
more difficult tasks in multi-domain dialog.

From slot-based to flow-based. The classical
MultiWOZ dataset is grounded on the table-formed
ontology, so the dialog understanding problem can
be put forward as a multi-turn slot-filling task.
However, in many real applications, there are fixed
order constraints to collect the slot information
from users, STAR (Mosig et al., 2020) and ABCD
(Chen et al., 2021) are proposed recently to cover
this property by exerting causal constraints on the
dialog flows.

From simplified tasks to real scenarios. Most
previous dialog benchmarks (Rojas-Barahona et al.,
2018; Dai et al., 2018; Rastogi et al., 2020; Quan
et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2022b)
focus on text-in text-out dialogs but neglect spoken
characteristics in real problems. RADDLE (Peng
et al., 2021b) is the first to consider evaluating
model robustness by adding various ASR noises to
the original MultiWOZ but is not publicly available
now. Shafran et al. (2022) extends the same idea to
propose a speech-aware dialog systems technology
challenge. NSD (Wu et al., 2021) aims to discover
unknown or out-of-domain slot types for dialogue
systems. EmoWOZ (Feng et al., 2021) recognizes
the critical role of emotion and provides a new
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emotion-annotated corpus of goal-oriented dialogs
based on MultiWOZ. SSTOD (Zhang et al., 2022a)
proposes a novel sub-slot filling task that is crucial
in string-formed information collection like phone
numbers and people names.

From single-modal to multi-modal. One type
of multi-modal dialog is to build a system that can
help users search for target objects via generating
textual responses and object pictures. Common
datasets are MMD (Saha et al., 2018), MMConv
(Liao et al., 2021) and JDDC 2.0 (Zhao et al., 2021),
another type is to deal with immersive and situated
multi-modal scenarios, such as SIMMC (Crook
et al., 2019), SIMMC2.0 (Kottur et al., 2021) and
TEACH (Padmakumar et al., 2022), where the
visual input of the agent’s surrounding environ-
ment needs to be used for conversations; and 5)
From monolingual to multi-lingual, such as BiTOD
(Lin et al., 2021), GlobalWOZ (Ding et al., 2022),
Multi2WOZ (Hung et al., 2022) and AllWOZ (Zuo
et al., 2021).

Compared with previous work, our CGoDial
focuses on single-modal and is the first Chinese
benchmark that covers flow-based dialog and con-
siders real scenarios.

2.2 Dialog Data Collection
Goal-oriented dialog construction can be broadly
divided into three categories according to the data
collection scheme.

Machine-to-machine (M2M) scheme creates
data via dialog simulation (Bordes and Weston,
2017; Rastogi et al., 2020; Kottur et al., 2021),
given manually designed utterance templates and
dialogue process. Crowd-sourcing is then used to
paraphrase the dialog with more varied language
expressions. This approach can collect very large-
scale data at low cost (Shah et al., 2018) but often
lacks noisy conditions and flexible processes that
appear in human conversations (Black et al., 2011).

Human-to-machine (H2M) scheme collects di-
alogs based on an existing dialog system. Standard
datasets include the Let’s Go Bus Information Sys-
tem (Raux et al., 2005) and the second and third
Dialog State Tracking Challenges (Henderson et al.,
2014a,b). This method is closest to the real appli-
cations but requires a well-deployed dialog agent
prepared ahead.

Human-to-human (H2H) scheme is also a
cheap way to collect dialog data as there are many

available dialog corpora on the internet like Twitter
(Ritter et al., 2010) and Reddit (Henderson et al.,
2019b). However, building annotated dialogs that
meet the requirements of specific tasks relies on
the costly Wizard-of-Oz framework. CrossWOZ
(Zhu et al., 2020) and MultiWOZ (Budzianowski
et al., 2018) lie in this line.

In our CGoDial benchmark, slot-based dialog
and retrieval-based dialog are collected by H2H,
and flow-based dialog is collected by H2M.

3 CGoDial Benchmark

In this section, we elaborate on the three datasets in
our CGoDial benchmark, in terms of task definition
and dataset construction. To give an overall impres-
sion, Figure 1 illustrate typical examples for each
dataset and Table 1 summarizes detailed statistics.
Appendix A.1 illustrates more dataset distributions
of dialog length and turn length.

3.1 Slot-based Dialog Dataset
The slot-based dialog (SBD) is tasked to search
and provide entities from a table-formed database
that meet the requirement of a user through natural
interactions, such as reserving a restaurant for the
user. The database specifies an ontology about the
semantic scope of the system can process, which is
represented as a set of slot-value pairs to maintain
a dialog state at each turn. For example, in the
classical MultiWOZ dataset (Budzianowski et al.,
2018), if a user says “I would like a cheap hotel in
the west.", the system needs to extract the dialog
state as ‘pricerange=cheap, area=west’. Then the
system uses the dialog state to query the database
and decides dialog actions based on the searching
results. For example, the system can decide to
request more unfilled slots like “what type of food
do you like" to constrain the search if there are too
many returned entities. After the entity is fixed,
the user may ask for more information about the
entity like “what is the phone number and address
of the nados restaurant?", and the system needs
to provide the information of the requested slots

‘phone_number, address’.

3.1.1 Task Definition
To fully evaluate the model capability, we include
tasks for dialog understanding, policy, and genera-
tion. For the dialog understanding, we choose the
dialog state tracking (DST) task (Henderson et al.,
2014a), which tracks the slot-values conveyed by
the user during the dialog. We use JGA to denote
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我想逛⼀下⽔箱古镇便宜的地⽅
(I wanna a cheap place in Shui Xiang Gu Zhen)

要不去⼭塘街吧？
(How about the Shan Tang District ?)

它那附近有没有可以坐船的地⽅
( Any place near it where I can cruise?)

不好意思我不清楚
(I am sorry, I do not know that.)

那景区可以带宠物吗？
( Can I take my pets there ?)

可以带宠物的哦
(Yes, you can.)

ASR Error: Should predict as ⽔乡 instead of ⽔箱

Out-of-scope: Should choose default answer to avoid broken.

Extra Knowledge: Should select from QA base.

Dialog states: type=⽔乡古镇, price=cheap
Dialog actions: Inform(name=⼭塘街)

Dialog states: type=⽔乡古镇, price=cheap
Dialog actions: FallBack()

Dialog states: type=⽔乡古镇, price=cheap
Dialog actions: ExtraQA(PetAllowed)

请问咨询什么公积⾦问题？
(Any questions about house insurance?)

本地
(Local)

我想提取公积⾦
(How can I withdraw it?)

(Are you a local resident or provincial)
请问您是本地⼈还是外地⼈

(Pls check out the message sent to you)
相关信息已通过短信发送给您

open stop

local provincial

Ask_identity

Send_info

Start

withdraw

我看形状好像不⼀样吧
(It seems the shape is different ?)

(Sorry, I sent the wrong package)
不好意思亲发错了

那个应该是圆的吗？
(Should it be the circle one ?)

Dialog History

(Yes, my dear)
是的亲

(Sorry, the price can’t be reduced)
亲这个价格降低不了了

(Which one have you chosen ?)
您是拍哪⼀个选项

…
Candidate Responses

Slot-based Dialog (SBD) Flow-based Dialog (FBD) Retrieval-based Dialog (RBD)

Figure 1: Three dialog examples of SBD, FBD and RBD in CGoDial, respectively.

Dataset Train Valid Test-std Test-hard

Slot-Based Dialog (SBD)
#dialog 40,000 2,400 2,400 600
#turn 403,740 32,464 37,144 9,286

Flow-Based Dialog (FBD)
#dialog 3,950 1,450 1,386 985
#turn 15,558 5,167 5,624 3,629

Retrieval-Based Dialog (RBD)
#dialog 39,589 4,627 961 701
#turn 50,000 5,000 1,000 719

Table 1: Statistics of CGoDial. We maintain two test sets for evaluation. One is the standard test set (denoted as
test-std), and another is a robust test set that is a hard subset chosen from test-std (denoted as test-hard).

the joint goal accuracy as in Heck et al. (2020) for
DST, which is the proportion of turns that all slot-
value pairs have been correctly predicted. For the
dialog policy, since there is the one-to-many prop-
erty (Zhang et al., 2020a) in policy planning and
we do not have user simulators (Ultes et al., 2017)
to calculate the online task success rate, we adopt
a similar metric in Budzianowski et al. (2018) and
use Succ to denote turn accuracy of dialogs where
all user requested slots2 have been correctly an-
swered and the searched entity follows the oracle
dialog state. For the dialog generation, we fol-
low the common practice to compute the average
BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) for all turns.
Specifically, we choose BLEU-4 in SBD. Inspire by
Mehri et al. (2019), we also calculate a combined
score Comb to measure the overall performance
for all tasks, which is the geometric mean of above

2Except regular requested slots in RiSAWOZ, external
QA pairs and OOS utterances are also treated as specially
requested slots to predict together. Details are given in the
next section.

metrics: Comb=3
√
JGA× Succ× BLEU. Differ-

ent from the original combined score that adds all
scores linearly, the geometric mean should be more
reasonable in the aspect of dimensional calculation.

3.1.2 Dataset Construction
We build our SBD dataset based on the existing
Chinese dataset RiSAWOZ (Quan et al., 2020).
Since RiSAWOZ is purely text-in-text-out and has
limited language variation, it can not reflect the
difficulty in realistic spoken dialog system applica-
tions. We add three important common features in
real scenarios to fill this gap in the current Chinese
dialog benchmarks.

Feature 1: External knowledge. Users often
ask for some new knowledge that is not covered
in the current ontology. Inspired by the work of
(Kim et al., 2020), we expand the coverage of dia-
log systems by incorporating external unstructured
knowledge sources to tackle users’ unseen requests.
In our SBD, the external knowledge is represented
as question-answer (QA) pairs that can be utilized
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during the conversation. The system must decide
whether the current turn should select a proper an-
swer from the external resources or generate the
answer by itself. To construct this new part of di-
alog data, we first ask the crowd-sourcing people
to make up new relevant QA pairs given the Ri-
SAWOZ dialogs and the ontology. After manually
selecting 150 basic QA pairs, such as “Can I take
my pets?" and “Are there any artistic shows in the
scenic spot?", we ask the crowd-sourcing people
to paraphrase each QA pair into nine similar pairs,
and acquire a total of 1,500 QA pairs. Then we
insert QA pairs into the original dialog randomly as
the external knowledge. Specifically, each dialog is
inserted at least one QA pair with a probability of
0.5. We also hold 200 QA pairs out of the training
or validation sets, and only add them into the test
set for generalization evaluation. We treat the ques-
tion selection problem as specially requested slots
detection problem like ‘IsPetAllowed’, and count
the accuracy as a part of Succ.

Feature 2: Out-of-scope (OOS) utterances.
One of the most common problems in practical
dialog systems is that users can talk about some-
thing beyond the semantic scope that the system
can process (e.g., meaningless sentences like ‘Uh
huh... well it should have...’ and irrelevant ques-
tions ‘where can I cruise’). Thus, practical dialog
systems require robust detection of OOS situations
to avoid conversational breakdowns and properly
handle unseen user behaviors. To simulate the fea-
ture, for each dialog in RiSAWOZ, we ask the
human annotators to insert plausible OOS turns
based on the given context and all external QA
pairs. Each dialog is inserted at most two OOS
utterances with the probability of 0.6. The corre-
sponding default answer for OOS is “I am sorry, I
do not know that”. Like QA prediction, we treat the
OOS detection as a special requested slot ‘OOS’ de-
tection, and count the accuracy as a part of Succ.

Feature 3: Spoken noise. To mimic the spoken
language phenomena in real applications, we add
speech errors by crowd-sourcing. More concretely,
we ask the people to read out all utterances four
times in modified RiSAWOZ, allowing them to
vary the expression subtly under the same core se-
mantics. For example, the utterance ‘I want a cheap
hotel’ can be read as ‘I need a cheap hotel please, I
am in a hurry’. After that, we use the off-the-shelf

Dataset
RiSAWOZ

(Quan et al., 2020)
CGoDial-SBD

#Domain 12 12
#Dialog 11,600 44,800
#Turns 75,991 473,348

Extra knowledge No Yes
OOS detection No Yes
Spoken feature No Yes

Table 2: The comparison of between SBD and the Ri-
SAWOZ dataset.

ASR tool3 to transcribe all audios into noisy texts.
Therefore, each dialog in RiSAWOZ is augmented
into four dialogs with varied expressions and ASR
noises. We carefully clean the texts to obtain our
final SBD dataset. The comparison between SBD
and RiSAWOZ is shown in Table 2.

3.2 Flow-based Dialog Dataset
Flow-based dialog (FBD) is quite common in in-
dustrial dialog products, such as such as Microsoft
BotFramework 4, Google DialogFlow 5, Salesforce
Converse 6 and Alibaba Intelligent Robot 7, due to
its easy-to-use and drag-and-drop characteristics
for dialog developers. However, currently, there is
no available Chinese dataset for FBD, which moti-
vates us to collect a new FBD dataset to facilitate
the research.

3.2.1 Task Definition
The flow-based dialog (FBD) typically contains an
explicit grounded dialog flow to instruct the ongo-
ing conversation between users and systems. The
flow is a decision tree with user nodes and system
nodes alternately. The user node (a.k.a., intention
node) specifies the classes that what kind of utter-
ance the user would say, the system node (a.k.a.,
reply node) specifies the system response. Each
user node points to only one system node, but each
system node can point to multiple user nodes. Usu-
ally, the flow is handcrafted by experienced dialog
composers and specifies the strict order of the dia-
log process (Mosig et al., 2020). For example, in a
banking transaction business (Chen et al., 2021), if
a user wants to withdraw the deposit, a bank clerk
should first determine the user’s identity by con-
firming his residency, then it would go into detailed

3https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/product/30413.htm
4https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/composer/
5https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow
6https://github.com/salesforce/Converse
7https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/bot
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[General]
Start

[Housing_Insurance]
Withdraw

[Housing_Insurance]
Withdraw_Choice

[Housing_Insurance]
House_Purchase

[Housing_Insurance]
Retirement

[Housing_Insurance]
Ask_Purchase_Region

[Housing_Insurance]
Ask_Age_Is_60

[Housing_Insurance]
Local

[Housing_Insurance]
Is_60

[Housing_Insurance]
Is_not_60

[Housing_Insurance]
Provincial

[Housing_Insurance]
Send_Message2

[Housing_Insurance]
Send_Message4

[Medical_Insurance]
Send_Message4

[Medical_Insurance]
Ratio_Choice

[Medical_Insurance]
Reinbursement

[Medical_Insurance]
Reinbursement_Choice

[Medical_Insurance]
Ratio

[Medical_Insurance]
process

[Medical_Insurance]
Hospitalization

[Medical_Insurance]
Outpatient

[Medical_Insurance]
Out-of-town

[Medical_Insurance]
Send_Message2

[Housing_Insurance]
Send_Message1

User Node

System Node

[Housing_Insurance]
Send_Message3

[Medical_Insurance]
Send_Message3

[Medical_Insurance]
Send_Message1

Figure 2: A part of the multi-domain FBD dialog flow from the social insurance business (There are 284 nodes in
total, we only show 27 nodes here). The names on the nodes are direct translations from Chinese. The words in the
square brackets [..] are the domain names, while the other words are the node names. Each user node can be viewed
as a user intention. Each system node contains a predefined response.

business. Although the dialog process in FBD is
not as flexible as in SBD, it has more advantages
in specifying certain rules in the conversation.

For FBD, the main task is to predict the correct
user node on the flow that the current user utterance
is talking about. Therefore it can be formulated as
a node classification problem given the dialog con-
text and the flow structure. All the responses on
the system nodes are pre-defined, so both dialog
policy and dialog generation tasks are not crucial.
Inspired by Rajendran et al. (2019), two essential
metrics are used here: 1) TurnACC measures the
percentage of user nodes that are correctly chosen,
2) DialACC measures the percentage of dialogs
where every user node is correctly chosen. The
former can be viewed as an ability of dialog under-
standing, while the latter tracks task completion.

3.2.2 Dataset Construction

We first manually design four different dialog flows
for daily businesses, including social insurance, res-
idency management, housing insurance, and elec-
tronic toll collection. Please refer to the Figure 2
for a detailed dialog flow from social insurance. We
then deploy four different dialog agents for the busi-
nesses using the Alibaba Intelligent Robot. All the
agents are then used to collect human-to-machine
spoken dialogs from real conversations. After col-
lecting the online conversational logs, we use the
same ASR tool to transcribe the spoken audios into
noisy texts to construct the dataset. We then ask
two business experts to examine the dialogs and

rectify mispredicted dialog data.

Detailed statistics of FBD are given in the Table
3. As shown in the table, we propose a new FBD
dataset with 6.78k turns spanning four different
businesses based on specific business trees. The
system will guide the user to finish the goal accord-
ing to the schema described in the tree. The dialog
progresses via traversing the tree, where at each
turn, the agent needs to select the correct user node
from all possible successors by understanding the
user’s utterance, and give the response saved on the
next corresponding system node.

3.3 Retrieval-based Dialog Dataset

3.3.1 Task Definition

Learning end-to-end retrieval-based dialog is a cru-
cial direction in dialog research (Bordes and We-
ston, 2017; Dai et al., 2020; Tao et al., 2021), which
is also very common in real applications (Williams
et al., 2017; Henderson et al., 2019c). The retrieval-
based dialog (RBD) in our benchmark is similar
to the well-studied bAbI-dialog (Bordes and We-
ston, 2017). Given the dialog history, RBD aims to
select the correct response from a candidate set of
responses, learning goal-oriented dialog in an end-
to-end manner. Since RBD is a retrieval problem,
we leverage the standard IR metrics to evaluate
model performance, including recall@1 (R@1) and
mean reciprocal rank (MRR).
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Dataset
STAR

(Mosig et al., 2020)
CGodial-FBD

Social
Insurance

Residency
Management

Housing
Insurance

Electronic
Toll Collection

Total

#Domain 13 6 10 9 12 37
#Dialog 5,820 4,510 1,036 454 786 6,786
#Turn 127,833 17,510 4,488 1,316 3,035 26,349
#Node 297 284 260 146 98 788

Spoken feature No Yes Yes Yes Yes –

Table 3: The detailed comparison of between FBD and STAR dataset.

Model
Full-train & Test-std Few-train & Test-std Full-train & Test-hard

JGA Succ BLEU Comb JGA Succ BLEU Comb JGA Succ BLEU Comb
Chinese-T5 49.4 48.3 26.2 75.1 2.16 5.42 8.27 12.1 27.43 26.17 22.49 49.3
CDial-GPT 53.7 49.6 24.4 76.1 5.58 5.49 8.10 13.6 33.15 28.00 19.28 49.9
Our PCM 51.6 52.6 25.6 77.6 5.17 5.62 8.89 14.3 33.49 32.83 21.63 54.8

Table 4: Results on slot-based dialog (SBD) dataset.

3.3.2 Dataset Construction
We adapt from the existing text-in-text-out E-
commerce Dialogue Corpus (Zhang et al., 2018)
to construct our RBD dataset. Since the original
corpus is too large to be incorporated as a part of
our dialog benchmark, we run five BERT baselines
with different random seeds to sort the data accord-
ing to the average predict accuracy and choose a
proportion (100k turns) of difficult dialog exam-
ples as our initial RBD. Then we ask the crowd-
sourcing people to vote whether the dialog turn has
ambiguous response selection; if not, we ask them
to read out all the utterances to add spoken features
through the same procedure in SBD construction
to acquire the dataset.

3.4 Data Quality Control

Crowd-sourcing brings noisy data and annotations.
To guarantee the quality of collected dialog, for
all datasets (i.e., SBD, FBD and RBD) in CGo-
Dial, we ask another three crowd-sourcing people
to vote whether the data is recognizable and its an-
notation is nonambiguous. Then we recollect the
dialog samples that at least two people vote against
(around 20k turns) until they meet our standard.

4 Experiments

4.1 Baselines

Pre-trained conversation models gain increasing re-
search interest in dialog communities (Zhang et al.,
2020b; Wu et al., 2020; He et al., 2022c,a,b). Our
CGoDial benchmark targets evaluating the Chinese
pre-trained conversation models (PCMs). However,

the number of published Chinese PCMs is quite
limited. For SBD, we use the Chinese-T5 (Zhao
et al., 2019) and CDial-GPT (Wang et al., 2020)
as base models, and use MinTL (Lin et al., 2020),
a T5-based dialog model, and UBAR (Yang et al.,
2021), a GPT-based dialog model, as the down-
stream dialog models respectively. Note that both
MinTL and UBAR are specifically designed for
datasets like MultiWOZ, which is similar to our
SBD. For FBD and RBD, since all tasks are classi-
fication tasks, we choose two Chinese BERT-like
pre-trained language models, StructBERT (Wang
et al., 2019c) and Roberta-wwm (Cui et al., 2019)
as baselines. StructBERT incorporates language
structures into pre-training for deep language un-
derstanding. Roberta-wwm uses the whole word
masking for MLM training.

4.2 Methods

In this work, we propose a new Chinese PCM by
pre-training a UniLM on a sizeable open-domain
Chinese dialog corpus for ten epochs. The corpus
comprises nearly 100 million conversations col-
lected from online textual dialog forums. Since
the total number is vast for the textual dialogs, we
apply the artificial ASR augmentation (Ma et al.,
2020) rather than crowd-sourcing to add spoken
errors. In this way, our PCM can achieve better ro-
bustness than other pre-trained models only trained
on plain texts.

For SBD data, all models take the dialog history
as input and output the dialog state, the dialog ac-
tion, and the response for evaluation as in Yang
et al. (2021). For FBD data, all models take the dia-
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Model
Full-train & Test-std Few-train & Test-std Full-train & Test-hard Few-train & Test-hard

TurnACC DialACC TurnACC DialACC TurnACC DialACC TurnACC DialACC
StructBERT 77.13 55.45 63.79 40.44 55.40 13.34 50.60 13.09

Roberta-wwm 78.01 55.68 67.28 44.24 55.02 12.69 53.16 14.58
Our PCM 78.97 58.80 69.72 46.91 57.73 15.03 56.37 16.88

Table 5: Results on flow-based dialog (FBD) dataset.

Model
Full-train & Test-std Few-train & Test-std Full-train & Test-hard Few-train & Test-hard
R@1 MRR R@1 MRR R@1 MRR R@1 MRR

StructBERT 35 54.82 15.6 33.69 9.60 37.16 8.48 26.62
Roberta-wwm 35.3 56.16 17.9 39.30 18.08 43.56 10.85 32.27

Our PCM 39.1 59.54 27.7 48.02 23.50 48.60 17.80 39.7

Table 6: Results on retrieval-based dialog (RBD) dataset.

log history as input and give the node prediction by
adding a linear layer to the pooled [CLS] represen-
tation for classification. We leave the utilization of
tree structure in future work. For the RBD data, we
concatenate the dialog history and each candidate
response iteratively to predict a binary label 1/0 by
adding a linear layer to the pooled [CLS] represen-
tation, indicating whether the candidate is true or
false. In the testing phase, we rank the candidates
according to their predicted probability.

4.3 Settings

To measure how well the model performs on com-
plicated dialogs, we pick hard test data from the
three datasets in CGoDial to form a specific sub-
set for robustness evaluation. We first run the
three baselines (Chinese-T5, Roberta-wwm, and
our PCM) to make predictions on all test data, and
choose the dialog data with at least one baseline
that gives the wrong answer. Then we ask crowd-
sourcing people to score the data ranging from 1
to 5 according to several criteria: 1) whether it is
hard to understand; 2) whether it contains spoken
features (e.g., ASR errors) on keywords in utter-
ances. Finally, we choose data scored more than
2.5 as our hard test set.

The sizes of all the pre-trained models are the
base scale (12 layers and the 768 hidden embedding
dimensions). For SBD, we use the same hyperpa-
rameters in the MinTL model for Chinsese-T5 , and
the UBAR model for CDial-GPT and our PCM. For
FBD and SBD, we use AdamW optimizer for opti-
mization with an initial learning rate of 1e-5. The
warm-up proportion is 10%. The batch size is set
to 128 and the maximum input length is 512. The
hidden size of the output classification head is 128.
Best model checkpoints are chosen based on the

validation within 20 epochs.

4.4 Results

To evaluate the ability of few-shot adaptation (Geng
et al., 2019, 2020) and robustness (Peng et al.,
2021b), for all datasets in CGoDial, we employ
several evaluation settings: 1) full-train&test-std,
i.e., using all training data and evaluating on the
standard test set. 2) few-train&test-std, i.e., using
only 10% training set and evaluating on the stan-
dard test set. 3) full-train&test-hard, i.e., using
full-train and evaluating on the hard test subset.
4) Few-train&test-hard, i.e., using few-train and
evaluating on the hard test subset.

Table 4 shows the results on slot-based dialog
dataset. As we can see, our PCM achieves the best
combined scores on different settings, especially
in the test-hard setting. Concretely, our model out-
performs other baselines on almost all the JGA and
Succ metrics, indicating that it has good ability in
dialog understanding and policy. Especially in the
robust setting, our model obtains 4.83 points im-
provement (28.00−→32.83) in Succ and 4.9 points
improvement (49.9−→54.8) when evaluating on the
test-hard set. We conjecture that our large-scale
and harder training corpus makes our PCM perform
more reliably in difficult spoken cases. However,
our model performs slightly worse on the BLEU
metric than Chinese-T5, possibly because UniLM
is more suitable for language understanding tasks.
When training in the few-shot setting, all models
degrades drastically, showing a large space to im-
prove the model few-shot learning ability in spoken
task-oriented dialog tasks. Since the results of few-
shot&test-hard are too low, we neglect this hybrid
setting.

Table 5 and 6 show the results on flow-based
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Dataset metric after augmented before augmented

SBD Comb 77.64 90.32
FBD DialACC 58.8 –
RBD R@1 39.14 48.59

Table 7: Comparsion of CGoDial and original data.
FBD does not have comparison since it is collected
from real spoken dialogs originally.

dialog and retrieval-based dialog datasets, respec-
tively. In all settings, our PCM shows its superior
performance to a large margin, demonstrating the
ability of our PCM on classification dialog tasks
in CGoDial. Particularly, on the few-shot&test-
hard setting, our PCM obtains 2.3 points improve-
ment (14.59−→16.88) in DialACC on FBD, and
6.95 points improvement (10.85−→17.80) in R@1
on RBD. However, all tasks are still far from an ac-
ceptable performance for real applications, which
indicates the challenge and difficulty of our bench-
mark.

In addition, to show that our augmented CGo-
Dial datasets do have more difficulty in language
variation and ASR error than non-augmented origi-
nal dialog data, we run PCM on the full-train&test-
std setting for each dataset and demonstrate the
difference in Table 7.

5 Conclusion

We propose CGoDial, a new large-scale Chinese
goal-oriented dialog benchmark featuring three dif-
ferent types of datasets: slot-based dialog, flow-
based dialog, and retrieval-based dialog, which are
used for comprehensive dialog evaluation. We also
propose three different experimental settings: stan-
dard training, limited data use, and robustness test-
ing, to assess the dialog model from the aspects of
general prediction, fast adaptability, and reliable
robustness, respectively. Results from several com-
petitive baselines show the challenge of CGoDial,
which is worthy of follow-up research.

Ethical Considerations

The collection of our CGoDial dataset is consistent
with the terms of use of any sources and the origi-
nal authors’ intellectual property and privacy rights.
The new dataset (FBD) and adapted dataset (SBD,
RBD) are collected with the ALIDUTY platform8,
and each crowd-sourcing person requires up to 10
minutes to complete. The source of annotators are

8Unfortunately, the platform is closed now.

mainly from colledge students and professional an-
notators provided by the platform. The requested
inputs are general language variations and speaking
voices. No privacy-related information is collected
during data collection. Each person was paid 0.1-
0.2 USD for a single turn dialog data, which is
higher than the minimum wage requirements in our
area. The platform also hires professional review-
ers to review the collected data to ensure no ethical
concerns, e.g., toxic language and hate speech.

Limitations

From the aspect of the dataset construction, our
CGoDial has two main limitations: 1) lacking
human-to-human spoken dialogs in real situations.
This kind of dialog data has many issues in terms
of privacy; thus, it is not easy to open source. 2)
For SBD and RBD, we re-build the dataset on
other existing textual corpora; therefore, the orig-
inal datasets largely restrict the final dialog-level
flexibility and pattern variation.

From the aspect of the proposed method, we
have not used tree structure in the FBD; however,
the structural information should be crucial to im-
prove the final overall performance.
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A Appendix A.1

The dataset distributions of dialog length and turn
length are shown in the following figures.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the number of turns in the three kinds of dialog in CGoDial: flow-based, slot-based
and retrieval-based dialog.

Figure 4: The distribution of the length of turn in the three kinds of dialog in CGoDial: flow-based, slot-based and
retrieval-based dialog. The reason for some peaks in flow-based dialog distribution is due to the template response.
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